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Looking back, 2020 was the most

challenging year by far for PSO Palawan.

Operations were hampered by intermittent

lockdowns, travel restrictions and

quarantines. With strong coordination and

collaboration with Local Government Units

and partner agencies, we overcame these

challenges and managed to accomplish our
deliverables.

We penned our initial issue of 2019 annual report and produced several special

releases. We were able to submit most of our reports on time and some, even before the

deadlines. Civil registration reporting despite restrictions on interisland travels still

posted high collection rate at the end of the year. We might be the only province to

conduct 2020 CPH 4th level training in the last quarter of 2020 due to lockdowns, but

still, we finished census enumeration before the year ends.

With full support from RSSO MIMAROPA, Palawan administrative unit and a

lending hand from Philippine Registry Office Contract of Service Workers (COSWs),
we emerged triumphant in meeting most of our 2020 targets and even surpassed some of

it. All of these endeavors were made possible because of PSO Palawan employees’ work

dedication, professionalism and sense of responsibleness.

To my colleagues, thank you for all your efforts, big and small, for this what

made PSO Palawan thrive during the pandemic. Trust and respect for each other will

make us stick together as a team, enough for us to do better in the coming year.



ABOUT THE PSA

Symbolizes the three main pillars of the PSA as an organization: solid, responsive,
world-class. These arrows are colored red, yellow, and blue representing the
colors of the Philippine flag and signifying the role of the PSA as the national
statistical agency. The arrows are joined together on their sides to represent the
PSA being solid, and are pointing upwards to symbolize the PSAs dynamism in
accomplishing its critical role of achieving the collective dream of sustained
economic and social progress, reflecting the responsiveness of the PSA.

Three curved arrows

Represents the PSAs adherence to the United Nations Fundamental Principles of
Official Statistics and commitment to international conventions and standards. It
also represents the PSAs participation in the global statistics community,
mirroring its vision of being world-class.

Sphere and Grid (GLOBE)

THE PSA LOGO

TWO MAIN ELEMENTS IN THE LOGO

The Philippine Statistics Authority (PSA) logo
signifies its commitment to provide timely and
quality statistics necessary for decision making in
all aspects of Filipino life. It reflects the PSA’s
vision of solid, responsive, and world-class
authority on quality statistics and civil registration;
and its mission to deliver relevant, reliable
statistics and civil registration services for
equitable development towards improved quality
of life for all.
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VISION
Solid, responsive, and world-class authority on quality
statistics, efficient civil registration, and inclusive
identification system.

ABOUT THE PSA

MISSION
Deliver relevant and reliable statistics, efficient civil
registration services and inclusive identification system
for equitable development towards improved quality of
life for all.

QUALITY POLICY
We, the Philippine Statistics Authority, commit to deliver
relevant and reliable statistics, efficient civil registration services
and inclusive identification system to our clients and
stakeholders.

We adhere to the UN Fundamental Principles of Official
Statistics in the production of quality general-purpose statistics.

We commit to deliver efficient civil registration services and
inclusive identification system in accordance with the laws, rules
and regulations, and other statutory requirements.

We endeavor to live by the established core values and
corporate personality of the PSA and adapt the appropriate
technology in the development of our products and delivery of
services to ensure customer satisfaction.

We commit to continually improve the effectiveness of our
Quality Management System towards equitable development
for improved quality of life for all.
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CORE VALUES

We observe the highest standards of
professional behavior by exemplifying
impartiality and independence in
everything we do. We stand firm against
undue influence – ensuring that integrity
cuts across not only in the statistics we
deliver, but more importantly, in our
people.

ABOUT THE PSA

We ensure transparency in all
interactions and transactions to build
and nurture trust inside and outside the
PSA. We strive for clear communication,
shared knowledge, and informed, all
inclusive decisions for cultivating mutual
respect at all levels of the organization.

We respond to change with a positive
attitude and willingness to learn new
ways to deliver our mandate. We stay
on top of technological advancements
and never give up in the face of
challenges, instead finding them as
opportunities to discover and gain
insights to further our services to the
public.

Integrity

Transparency

Adaptability
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CORPORATE PERSONALITY

ABOUT THE PSA

MANDATE
The PSA shall primarily be responsible for the implementation of the objectives and
provisions of RA 10625. It shall plan, develop, prescribe, disseminate and enforce
policies, rules and regulations, and coordinate government-wide programs governing
the production of official statistics, general-purpose statistics, and civil registration
services. It shall primarily be responsible for all national censuses and surveys,
sectoral statistics, consolidation of selected administrative recording systems and
compilation of national accounts.

PROFESSIONALP
RESPONSIVE R

INNOVATIVEI
STRATEGIC THINKER S

MOTIVATEDM
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CY 2020 HIGHLIGHTS 

The 2020 Census of Population and Housing (CPH) was the major flagship of PSO

Palawan in 2020. Due to COVID-19 pandemic, all stages of operation were derailed

causing postponement in some stages along the way.

Third level training was conducted on August 3-8, 2020

with 4 classes attended by 77 participants from city

and 22 municipalities. Culion opted not to attend.

Meanwhile, 4th level training which was

originally planned to be conducted in 3

batches reached 8 batches. The plan was

hampered by one week stoppage as ordered

by Provincial Health Office due to one 3rd level

participant from Coron contracted corona virus upon return in her municipality.

2020 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND HOUSING (CPH)

Another factor was the lockdown
imposed by local IATFs in selected
island municipalities. Culion was the
last municipality that conducted the
4th level training on November 17-22,
2020.

Enumeration promptly started on
September 01, 2020 but only for 10
municipalities. The rest followed after
conduct of their respective trainings.
Culion was the last to finish
enumeration on December 18, 2020.

The province covered a total of
312,047 households with 1,233,213
population while Institutional Living
Quarter was recorded at 775 with
9,241 population. Total population
reached 1,242,454 for the entire
province. Figures were just
preliminary since processing of census
returns are still on-going as of this
reporting.

Coordination with LGUs, Wescom and
NCIP ensured the overall completion
and success of 2020 CPH.
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Mock interview during 4th level  

training

3rd Level 

Training

Conduct of 3rd level training

CAS of Brooke’s Point & Sofronio Española 

discussing  boundary dispute during spot-

checking activity

Actual conduct of interview during 2020 
CPH enumeration at Rizal, Palawan
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“Shaping Civil Registration and Vital Statistics by
Embracing New Trends in the 4th Industrial Revolution ”

To mark the 30th anniversary of
Civil Registration celebration, PSA
Palawan kicked off the event with a
motorcade on February 5, 2020
within the city proper. This was
participated by twenty three (23)
personnel of Municipal Civil
Registrar Office; twenty eight (28)
National and Local Government
Units/Agencies such as the City and
Provincial DILG, City and Palawan
Divisions of Department of
Education, Social Security System,

Philhealth, HDMF, and Civil Service Commission; Western Polytechnic University
(WPU); two (2) local radio stations Radyo Pilipinas and Brigada News Palawan; and
nineteen (19) PSA employees.

Series of activities was lined up for the event which was graced by no other than the
Regional Director Leni R. Rioflorido during Civil registration Quiz Bee.

30th CIVIL REGISTRATION MONTH CELEBRATION
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CY 2020 HIGHLIGHTS

In line with the celebration of 30th CRM,
PSA-Palawan invited various LCRO offices
and staff to participate in Civil Registry
Quiz Bee.

Conduct of Civil Registration Quiz

Thirteen (13) LCRO staff joined the quiz
bee contest at PSA Training Room.
Participants actively answered questions
relevant to civil registry laws, rules and
procedures. The contest was divided into
three categories: easy, complex and
difficult.

Prizes were given to the first three
participants who gained the highest
scores at the end of the final round.

Other Activities during 30th CRM

Information dissemination in civil
registration thru: (a) meeting with LCROs;
(b) local radio programs; (c) founding
anniversary in Bgy. Magara, Roxas; (d)
educational campaign in Sicsican National
High School; and, (e) Kapihan sa PIA were
also conducted.
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CR Info 
Dissemination

Kapehan sa PIA

CR Info Dissemination at 
Sicsican National High School

CR Quiz Bee Proper



ANNUAL THEME: IN FOCUS

The 4IR is characterized merely as a transformation in people’s way of life and how
the entire society copes with these so-called four (4) levels of Industrial Revolution.
The First Industrial Revolution used water and steam power to mechanize production.
The Second used electric power to create mass production. The Third used
electronics and information technology to automate production. Now a Fourth
Industrial Revolution is building on the Third, and is characterized by a fusion of
technologies that is blurring the lines between the physical, digital, and biological
spheres. The working industry and specifically the Government Sector

To have a full grasp of the trending ways
to connect with people via virtual, Ms.
Tifanny Jo B. Parcon, Administrative
Officer I of PSO-Palawan participated in
the Training entitled “Basics and
Essentials Using Zoom”. Through this
training, the province can now host
several virtual trainings/lectures in
cascading new policies, programs,
activities and all undertakings of the
PSA to all stakeholders such as the
LGUs, and other partner agencies.

adapts to the demands of innovation
and PSA is one in many who believes
that it is high time for technological
advancement to emerge in order to
improve the service to the people.

PSO Palawan as a division of RSSO
MIMAROPA, took advantage of the
current technologies and strategies by
sending participants to series of virtual
trainings for continuing knowledge and
development on information
technologies.

PSA EMBRACING THE NEW NORMAL IN THE 4IR

RO I bersabal, RO II Trinidad and CSS Rodriguez

attending the Virtual Training on Feedback

Preparation

AO I Parcon attending the Training on Basics and

Essentials Using ZOOM, last September 09, 2020
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Moreover, for us to reach a greater
number of people, the province used
Facebook as a platform to broadcast job
vacancies, announcements and
advisories of the office. Recruitment
has never been this fast and reaching
clients has never been this effortless.
Indeed, technology is trouble-free and
makes life easier. Other advancement
of PSO-Palawan includes creation of
Google drive account as a medium for
storage and easy access of all official
documents and use of Google Forms for
online Application of applicants for the
conduct of 2020 CPH which greatly
minimized face to face contact while in
the middle of the implementation of
quarantines.

ANNUAL THEME: IN FOCUS

Utilization of social 
media as way to 
connect to internal 
and external clients

Google drive 
account is created 
for official use of 
the office

These are just a few of many ways that
prove PSA strives to meet the demands
of the revolutionizing industry while
coping with the new normal. Today,
technologies form part of our work
activities and a lot of innovations in
systems and applications has been
carried out. PSA does not defy change
and is actually moving along with it. If
4IR equates to quality products and
services; excellent public service;
customer satisfaction and overall
success of PSA, then the office would
not just move along but make the 4IR a
way of life.

Example of Advisory and Call for Applicants 

posted in PSA - Palawan's Facebook Page
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ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Statistical Operations

Customer Satisfaction Rating

> 80%

61.98%
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> 85%
All Quarters

99.7%
Utilization Rate

Budget Utilization

All Statistical operations obtained above 80 percent response rates with the
exception of Fisheries Surveys which just had an average response rate of 61.98
percent for the four quarters of 2020. PSO Palawan has been requesting for
replacement of the closed landing centers but was instructed to still maintain the list
of samples pending finalization of new samples being drawn for fisheries by subject
matter division.

Customer Satisfaction Rating was above 85% for the four quarters and Budget
utilization was 99.74% for the whole year.

The next pages present the actual accomplishments of PSO Palawan for the year
2020.
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ACCOMPLISHMENTS

The final phase of mapping activities that the office has conducted before the start of
2020 Census of Population (2020 CPH) was the preparation of census maps - tagged
as Integrated Processing of Geotagged Building Structures. It involved the updating of
digitized maps using the Quantum GIS (QGIS). The Integrated Processing of
Geotagged Building Structures involved four phases: (a) creation of Geopackage
Raster File, (b) creation of Block Maps, (c) preparation for printing of Block Maps, and
(d) review of printed EA maps.

MFO 1 STATISTICAL AND INFORMATION SERVICES

C E N S U S E S

Preparation of Maps for 2020 Census of Population and Housing

The Provincial Level Training was
conducted on January 13 -15, 2020
attended by the Provincial Focal
Person (PFP) and his alternate PFP,
together with two (2) Map Data
Validators and three (3) Map Data
Processors.

Preparation of census maps ran
from January 16 to February 25,
2020. A total of 22,868 census
maps were processed and verified.
Table 1 shows the number of maps
produced throughout the activity.

TABLE 1. QUANTITY OF PROCESSED AND VERIFIED MAPS 

BY TYPE: PALAWAN AND PUERTO PRINCESA CITY

On the other hand, a total of 24,349 census maps were printed to be used during the
conduct of the 2020 CPH enumeration by hired field personnel. The census maps
served as guide while performing the listing and enumeration activities in their
respective areas of assignment. More than one (1) copy of barangay maps were
printed proportionate to the total number of Team Supervisors of the province,
while the rest of the other type of maps were printed in just one copy.

Enumeration

Enumeration of the 2020 Census of Population and Housing in the province started
on staggered basis with only ten municipalities starting promptly on September 1,
2020. Linapacan followed suit on September 2 while Puerto Princesa City together
with six other municipalities commenced on September 7. Three island municipalities
started September 14 while the other 3 Calamianes islands started September 23 for
Coron, November 3 for Busuanga and November 23 for Culion. The staggered start of
enumeration in the province was due to lockdowns caused by COVID-19 pandemic.
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ACCOMPLISHMENTS

In October 5, 2020, two (2) municipalities were able to finish enumeration, followed
by three (3) municipalities on October 13, 2020, one (1) municipality in October 15,
2020, and two (2) municipalities in October 17, 2020. All other municipalities
finished enumeration one after another, with Busuanga, Palawan as the last
municipality to end enumeration in December 16, 2020.

MFO 1 STATISTICAL AND INFORMATION SERVICES

C E N S U S E S

Enumeration (continuation)

For the 2020 CPH, the province utilized a total of
1,447 manpower broken down as follows: Census
Area Supervisors – 56, Headquarters Clerk – 24,
Team Supervisors – 240, Enumerators – 1,123,
Assistant Statistician – 1, Receipt and Control
Clerk – 1, PSO Clerk – 1, and one (1) Utility
Worker.

Actual observation and re-interview of 
respondent at  EL Nido  and Busuanga
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ACCOMPLISHMENTS

The accomplished census questionnaires and maps undergone manual processing to
check the completeness of entries. Census forms were also scrutinized to verify the
correctness and consistencies of entries, including coding of selected items. This is to
prepare the questionnaires and maps for machine processing and scanning activities,
respectively.

MFO 1 STATISTICAL AND INFORMATION SERVICES

C E N S U S E S

Manual Processing for 2020 Census of Population and Housing

The Provincial Level Training on
Manual Processing was held in
three (3) batches: (a) Batch 1 –
October 21-23, 2020; (b) Batch 2
– October 26-28, 2020, and; (c)
Batch 3 – October 29-31, 2020.
This is to comply with the
prescribed health protocol
requirements of the IATF-Puerto
Princesa City because of COVID-
19 pandemic.

Manual processing at Data Processing Center-Palawan

A total of eighty-four (84) service contractors were hired to process the accomplished
census questionnaires and maps of the province. They are composed of two (2)
Assistant Supervisors, two (2) Shift Supervisors, two (2) Receipt and Control Clerks,
two (2) Utility Workers, and seventy-six (76) Manual Processors.

Manual processing of census returns begun on October 24, 2020 right after the
training of the first batch of manual processors. Manual processing activity was
originally scheduled just until the 12th day of December 2020. However, due to late
arrival of census returns from the municipalities of Busuanga and Culion, timetable
was moved until January 23, 2021.

Table 2 below shows the workload of 2020 CPH Manual Processing of Palawan.

Province
TYPE OF FORM / QUESTIONNAIRE

CPH Form 1 CPH Form 2 CPH Form 3 CPH Form 3 CPH Form 3 Maps

Palawan 2,315 496,024 102,849 3,289 433 28,676

TABLE 2. WORKLOAD OF 2020 CPH MANUAL PROCESSING: PALAWAN
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ACCOMPLISHMENTS

The Labor Force Survey (LFS) is a survey of households conducted quarterly to gather
data on the demographic and socio‐economic characteristics of the population. It is
primarily geared towards the estimation of the levels of employment and
unemployment in the country/ region. It aims to provide a quantitative framework for
the preparation of plans and formulation of policies affecting the labor market in our
government.

MFO 1 STATISTICAL AND INFORMATION SERVICES

HOUSEHOLD-BASED SURVEYS

LABOR FORCE SURVEY (LFS)

The province has two domains, Palawan and Puerto Princesa City with 1,547 and
1,538 samples each, respectively. Combined, this brought to a total sample of 3,085
households for the entire province.

LFS average response rate in 2020 was 99.42 percent with 4th quarter as the highest,
posted at 99.85 percent (Figure 1). The 0.58 percent non-response accounts for any
of the following: Vacant Housing Unit, Household Temporarily Away, Demolished
Housing Unit or Cannot be located Housing Units.
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Figure 1. Number of Sample Households by Domain, by 

Survey Quarter and Response Rate: Palawan, 2020 

Palawan Puerto Princesa Response Rate
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ACCOMPLISHMENTS

The 2020 Philippine Competition Commission (PCC) survey aims to track down the
extent of knowledge , perception, and attitudes of consumers have evolved in the
market and to guide in designing of a more comprehensive survey firms. Its primary
goal is to educate the public on the relevance of market competition nowadays.

MFO 1 STATISTICAL AND INFORMATION SERVICES

HOUSEHOLD-BASED SURVEYS

LABOR FORCE RIDER SURVEYS

Annual Poverty Indicator Survey (APIS) is conducted
as a rider to July Labor Force Survey every time
there is no FIES. This survey gathers information on
the demographic characteristics, education,
economic characteristics, housing characteristics,
access to safe water supply and sanitation,
expenditure income of the families and other
information that can be used to assess and monitor
the poverty situation in the country. The 2020 APIS
focused on the non-income poverty that was used
as inputs to Multi-dimensional Poverty Index.

The Survey on Overseas Filipinos (SOF) is a rider survey to October Labor Force that
seeks to gather information on Filipino citizens including overseas workers who left
abroad during the last five years. Data on remittances as well as other information
are gathered using the past six months reference period. Twelve Statistical
Researchers were hired to cover EAs and interview 772 households. Seven hundred
seventy- two households were successfully interviewed with a response rate of 99.87
percent. The operation was supervised by SSII Manzano.

2020 PHILIPPINE COMPETITION COMMISSION (PCC)

ANNUAL POVERTY INDICATOR SURVEY (APIS)

SURVEY ON OVERSEAS FILIPINOS (SOF)

Five Team Supervisors and eleven Statistical Researchers were hired to interview 769
sample households using Computer Aided Personal Interview (CAPI). Seven hundred
sixty- nine households were successfully interviewed posting a response rate of 99.70
percent.

KASAMBAHAY MODULE is a survey that gathers information on wage and wage-
related data essential to develop empirical framework for setting minimum wage for
domestic workers. The survey was also conducted in October LFS round as another
rider survey.
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ACCOMPLISHMENTS

MFO 1 STATISTICAL AND INFORMATION SERVICES

HOUSEHOLD-BASED SURVEYS

Monthly Palay and Corn Situation Reporting System (MPCSRS)

The MPCSRS is a monthly monitoring tool to update the PPS and CPS estimates of
current quarter based on standing crop, and estimates for the next quarter based on
planting intentions.

A close monitoring through
the Monthly Palay and Corn
Situation Reporting System
(MPCSRS) of the growing
conditions and actual
plantings of the crop is
deemed necessary to arrive
at a reliable estimate of
palay and corn production
in the province.

Coverage and Response Rate

Timeliness of Submission

MPCSR is conducted monthly
except for the months of
January, April, July and October.
There is no schedule of MPCSRS
in December because it
coincides with the data
collection for PPS/CPS January
round which is done during the
first ten days of December to
comply with the Philippine
System of National Accounts
calendar.

All reports were submitted
ahead of set deadline except in
the month of May wherein

Table 1. Schedule of Data Collection and Submission of 

Reports: Palawan, 2020

Reporting 
Month

Data Collection
Submission of 
Reports to CO

Date 
Submitted

February 1-5 February 18 February Feb 12

March 1-5 March 18 March Mar 12

May 1-5 May 18 May May 23

June 1-5 June 18 June Jun 15

August 1-5 August 18 August Aug 09

September 1-5 September 18 September Sep 14

November 1-5 November 18 November Nov 10

selected sample barangays throughout Palawan. Average response rate was 84.94
percent in the 7 months of operation, Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Response Rate by Month:

Palawan,  2020
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of 1,295 households engaged
in palay and corn farming in 

MPCRS  deadline was moved to May 23 due to pandemic.



ACCOMPLISHMENTS

The CrPS is a quarterly survey which aims to generate basic production statistics for
crops other than palay and corn. The CrPS are sub classified under three (3)
commodity groupings namely: Fruitcrops, Vegetables and Rootcrops and Non Food
and Industrial Crops (NFICs). Production data generated from the CrPS are inputs to
the Performance of Agriculture Report (PAR) and in the preparation of the Gross
Domestic Product (GDP).

MFO 1 STATISTICAL AND INFORMATION SERVICES

HOUSEHOLD-BASED SURVEYS

Crops Production Survey (CrPS)

Sample and Response Rate

Palawan covered a total of 3,000 samples
with 750 samples every quarter utilizing
7 hired SRs every survey quarter. Average
response rate for the year 2020 was
91.87 percent to wit: Q1 – 100 percent,
Q2 – 100 percent, Q3 – 88.52 percent
and Q4 – 78.94 percent, Figure 1.

Production and Area Planted

Total production of crops in the province was recorded at 494,935.17 metric tons
with an area planted of around 114,060 hectares.

Among the three (3) commodity groupings, NFICS dominated the production with a
total of 430,556.98 metric tons followed by Fruit and Vegetable with recorded
production of 51,013.95 metric tons and 13,364.24 metrictons respectively.

Meanwhile, total area planted for crops was still dominated by NFICS having a total
area planted of 102,878 hectares, 8,560 hectares and 2,622 hectares totally planted
for fruits and vegetable, Figure 2.

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

2020 100.00 100.00 88.52 78.94
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Figure 1. CrPS Response Rate: 

Palawan, 2020
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Figure 2. Crops Production and Area by 
Commodity Group: Palawan, 2020

Actual conduct of interview on 

Crops Production Survey
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ACCOMPLISHMENTS

The fisheries sector is composed of three (3) subsectors, namely: commercial,
municipal fisheries and aquaculture. There are four (4) quarterly surveys that
generate volume and value of production by species at the national, regional and
provincial level. The statistics generated primarily serve as input to the compilation of
performance of agriculture and national accounts. The data sets are also used for
policy making and program implementation on fisheries.

MFO 1 STATISTICAL AND INFORMATION SERVICES

HOUSEHOLD-BASED SURVEYS

Quarterly Fisheries Surveys (QFS)

The bulk of total fisheries output of
Palawan came from aquaculture with
72.82 percent share while municipal
and aquaculture fisheries contributed
22.63 percent and 4.55 percent,
respectively, as shown in Figure 1.

The total volume of fisheries
production registered a decline of 5.30
percent from 465.99 thousand metric
tons in 2019 to 441.31 thousand
metric tons in 2020, Figure 2.

Fourteen Statistical Researchers per
quarter were trained by the Provincial
Focal Person to conduct the Quarterly
Fisheries Surveys every March, June,
September and November.
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Figure 1. Fisheries Percentage Distribution 
by Sector:  Palawan, 2020
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ACCOMPLISHMENTS

MFO 1 STATISTICAL AND INFORMATION SERVICES

HOUSEHOLD-BASED SURVEYS

Sample and Response Rate

Each quarter, the province covers a
total workload as follows:

✓ QMFS 125 Sample KI’s / 25
Landing Center

✓ QCFS 55 Sample KI’s / 11 Landing
Center

✓ QIFS 10 Fishing Households

✓ QAqS 130 Aqua Operators

During the period, QMFS was able to
get a perfect response rate while QCFS
and QAqS remains to have low
response rates due to limited coverage
of sample in island municipalities.

Quarterly Commercial Fisheries 
Survey (QCFS)

This survey covers fishing operations
that make use of boats of more than
three (3) gross tons. It gathers data
on volume of unloading on sample
traditional landing centers of the
subsector. Five (5) key informants
per landing center are the
respondents to the survey. The
information being gathered are
volume of unloading and price per
kilogram of top 31 species.

In 2020, commercial fisheries posted
a decline of 5.23 percent with 20.04
thousand metric tons of total
species caught as compared to last
year’s 21.14 thousand metric tons.
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ACCOMPLISHMENTS

MFO 1 STATISTICAL AND INFORMATION SERVICES

HOUSEHOLD-BASED SURVEYS

Quarterly Municipal Fisheries Survey (QMFS)

Marine municipal covers fishing operations performed in marine waters within 15
kilometers from the shoreline using fishing vessels of three (3) gross tons or less, or
fishing not requiring the use of fishing vessels. The Quarterly Municipal Fisheries
Survey (QMFS) serves as the activity that gathers information on volume and price of

Figure 4 shows the production
from municipal fisheries for the
period was estimated at 99.62
thousand metric tons. It
registered a drop of 3.35 percent
from previous year’s production
of 103.08 thousand metric tons.
The subsector was composed of
99.70 percent marine municipal
fisheries while the rest came
from inland fisheries.

Quarterly Aquaculture Survey (QAqS)

Aquaculture is one of the fisheries subsectors. It involves propagation and culturing
of fish and other fishery species in farming facility such as fishpond, fish pen and fish
cage. It also includes oyster, mussel and seaweed culture. The Quarterly Aquaculture
Survey (QAqS) serves as the activity that gathers information on volume and price of
species harvested in the aquafarms.

Aquaculture harvests during the
reference period accumulated
320.62 thousand metric tons. It
was 6.19 percent lower than the
output during the same period a
year ago of 341.77 thousand
metric tons, Figure 5.
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species unloaded in the municipal landing center.
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The Palay and Corn Stock Survey is a monthly activity conducted to two hundred
eighty (280) sample respondents province-wide. It is a household-based survey
categorized into Farming with 185 samples and Non –farming with 95 samples.

MFO 1 STATISTICAL AND INFORMATION SERVICES

HOUSEHOLD-BASED SURVEYS

Palay and Corn Stocks Survey (PCSS 1)

Rice Inventory

Palawan province posted an annual rice
stocks of 314,101 metric tons for the whole
year of 2020, lower by 18.42 % or 70,925
metric tons than 2019 inventory of 385,026
metric tons (Figure 1). The decline can be
attributed to lesser stocks. Household opted
to sell their stored stocks to augment
financial capability amidst COVID- 19
pandemic.

Table 1 shows that rice stocks
declined in February 2020 but
bounced back in March. A downward
trend was noticeable from May until
September 2020. The downward
trend of rice stock for the 5 month
period is attributed to uncertainties
posed by pandemic wherein
household rice stocks are sold for
families’ financial liquidity. Majority of
the farmers sold their produce
immediately after harvesting to
traders without drying anymore.

Fourth quarter showed a promising
upward trend in stocks due to
relaxing of quarantine protocols.

314,101 

385,026 
R

I

C

E

Figure 1. Rice Stocks 
Inventory: Palawan, 2019 -

2020 
(in metric ton)

2019 2020

Table 1. Monthly Rice Stocks Inventory, 2020                   

(In Metric Tons)

Month Rice Stocks Inventory

January 31,664

February 24,806

March 27,812

April No survey

May 27,261

June 25,552

July 23,733

August 16,717

September 12,473

October 39,108

November 38,601

December 46,373
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2020 Household Corn Stock Inventory
was recorded at 5,800 metric tons. It
has surpassed the 2019 annual stock
of 4,711 metric tons by 23.12 percent
or an equivalent of 1,089 metric tons,
Figure 2.

MFO 1 STATISTICAL AND INFORMATION SERVICES

HOUSEHOLD-BASED SURVEYS

Corn stocks performance tried to
pick up in May with recorded
volume of 1,243 metric tons due
to limited numbers of buyers and
traders brought by COVID – 19
pandemic. Only in the fourth
quarter of 2020 did household
corn inventory showed steady
supply, with stable volume of
stocks in the last two months of
the year under review.

The lowest volume of household corn
inventory was observed in the second
quarter of 2020 with zero inventory
recorded in the month of April, Figure
3.

Palay and Corn Stocks Survey (PCSS 1)  continued….
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PCPS is a regular two independent
surveys, namely: Palay Production Survey
(PPS) and Corn Production Survey (CPS).
The survey generates quarterly estimates
and forecasts on palay and corn
production, area, yield and other
production related statistics to serve as
inputs for policy making and planning.
Palawan covered a total of 1,468
households. In 2020, average response
rate was posted at 85.35 percent, with
Q1 having the highest response rate.

MFO 1 STATISTICAL AND INFORMATION SERVICES
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Palay and Corn Production Survey (PCPS)

Production

Total production of palay in the province
increased by 1.4 percent or 5,468 metric
tons higher from 381, 704 in 2019 to
387, 172 metric tons in 2020 as shown
in Figure 1.

Total effective area of palay for the
province was recorded at 97, 215
hectares for 2020 or 171 hectares higher
than the effective area in 2019 of 97,044
hectares. (Figure 2.)

Effective Area Harvested

Yield by Ecosystem

The average yield of palay in Palawan
was recorded at 3.98 metric tons per
hectare in 2020 or 1.3 percent higher
than average yield in 2019 of 3.93 metric
tons per hectare. Figure 3 shows the
yield of palay by ecosystem in Palawan
on 2020.
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Figure 1. Palay Production by Ecosystem: 

Palawan, 2019-2020 
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CORN

Production

Annual corn production in Palawan was
posted at 23,716 metric tons for 2020,
3.90 percent higher in comparison to
2019 harvest of 22,825 metric tons,
Figure 4.

Effective Area Harvested

Yield by Ecosystem

Overall average yield of corn in Palawan
in 2020 grew up by 4.40 percent from
3.18 metric tons in 2019 to 3.32 metric
tons in 2020.

White corn recorded an average of 2.47
metric tons in 2020, 4.22 percent higher
in 2019 of 2.37 metric tons. Yellow corn
documented 3.72 metric yield in 2020 ,
3.33 percent than in 2019 of 3.60 metric
tons, Figure 6.

Palay and Corn Production Survey (PCPS)
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Figure 4. Corn Volume of Production, Palawan: 
2019-2020 
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Corn effective area harvested in the
province was recorded at 7,138 hectares
in 2020. This was 32 hectares lower than
in 2019 of 7, 170 hectares.

White corn registered 2,267 hectares in
2020, 5.90 percent lower compared to
last year’s output of 2,408 hectares.
Meanwhile, yellow corn posted 4,871
hectares, 109 hectares greater than in
2019 of 4,762 hectares, Figure 5.
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Backyard Livestock and Poultry Survey (BLPS) 

BLPS is one of the major surveys for the Livestock and Poultry data system which is
conducted quarterly in Palawan. The BLPS generates data on supply and disposition
of animals from backyard farms and current duck and egg production. Palawan has
185 farming household samples and 71 non-farming household samples.

Data collection for swine and chicken
farms are done quarterly while carabao,
cattle, sheep, goat, duck and other
animals/birds are done semi-annually.
BLPS is conducted during the first seven
(7) days of the first month after the
reference quarter.

In 2020, a total of 1,024 sample
households were enumerated while
eight (8) output tables classified in
Farming Households and Non-Farming
Households were generated for the year.

Figure 1 below shows the quarterly response rate of the survey. The declining rate
after the first quarter was attributed to sample farming households who were no
longer engaged in backyard farming and/or has already moved-out of the sample
barangay.

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Response Rate (%) 88.67 86.33 84.38 85.12

Figure 1.  BLPS Response Rate by  Quarter: 2020                                                                              
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Farm Prices Survey (FPS) collects reliable price information at the farm level to
generate estimates on farmgate prices of major agricultural commodities; develops
sets of price indices and measures the purchasing power of growers of selected
agricultural products; as well as serves as input in analyzing the seasonal trends and
variations in agricultural prices. Farm prices represent the average prices received by
farmers and livestock/poultry raisers for the sale of their produce at the first point of
sale, net of total marketing cost paid by the farmers, also known as “Producers Price”.

MFO 1 STATISTICAL AND INFORMATION SERVICES
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Farm Price Survey

Palawan has a market basket of
267 commodities of which 5 items
per each type of commodity was
surveyed. Figure 1 showed the
number of commodities canvassed
for each quarter with 3rd quarter
posting the highest number of
commodities. Sample commodities
varies each quarter due to
seasonality of some items in the
basket. All quarters posted a
hundred percent response rate.

Eggplant posted an
average monthly
farmgate price of
36.06 pesos per kilo
while Pechay pegged
an average price of
42.11 pesos in 2020.

Young coconut average
monthly farmgate
price was 8.79 pesos
per kilo and Saba
banana averaged 10.93
per kilo. Dry Palay
averaged 16.93 a kilo.

Sample and Response Rate

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec

1. Eggplant 45.7252.5943.6142.69 35 29.5624.4127.7524.4130.4837.05 39.4

2. Pechay native 38.88 38.8 40.1 39.9441.1134.3135.9742.9455.4846.8446.3844.54

3. Coconut green 8.6 8.76 8.38 8.64 9.01 10.2710.26 9.34 8.68 8.44 7.31 7.79

4. Banana Saba 11.8 10.3 10.4411.8811.1111.35 9.41 12.0611.8710.13 9.91 10.9

5. Palay, dry 13.3712.9316.3117.7417.6918.1119.3117.8516.8619.6215.8817.44
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Figure 2: Average monthly Farmgate price of selected 
commodities in Palawan, 2020
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The province has only one sample establishment for both MISSI and PPS, the Coral
Bay Nickel Corporation (CBNC) located in Barangay Rio Tuba, Bataraza, Palawan. Both
surveys provide flash indicators on the performance of selected industries in

Manufacturing

MFO 1 STATISTICAL AND INFORMATION SERVICES
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Monthly Integrated Survey of Selected Industries (MISSI)

Producers Price Survey gathers
monthly producer price of mixed
sulfide in Palawan. The highest price
was obtained in the month of
December at 324,948 pesos while
the lowest price was in July pegged at
262,577 pesos, Figure 3.

In 2020, the month of December posted
the highest value of production at
951,203,317 pesos, followed by
854,620,196 pesos for November. April
registered the least total value of
production at 752,843,423 pesos, Figure
1.
Figure 2 below shows December with the
highest revenue of 1,349,414,062 pesos,
followed by June with 1,058,099,458
pesos. April has the least revenue of
448,963,549 pesos.

Producer Price Index (PPS)
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2019 Survey on Information and Communication Technology (SICT)

The 2019 Survey on Information and
Communication Technology (SICT) is
one of the surveys conducted by PSA
that generates essential statistics for
economic and planning analysis. It
collects information on the availability,
distribution and access/utilization of
ICT among establishments in the
country. Specifically, the results was
used for assessment and monitoring
of progress of ICT in the country.

PSO Palawan has a total of ninety-
seven (97) original workload, broken
down by industry, Figure 1. Survey
operation started on November 3,
2020. As of December 31, 2020 one
hundred percent distribution of
questionnaires was reached, while
collection of questionnaires totalled to
47 percent.

Information and Technology industry
was the leading sector in the use of
ICT resources. This is followed by
Wholesale and Retail Trade at 18
establishments and third by
Administrative and Support Services
with 13 establishments recorded.
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Quarterly Survey of Philippine Business and Industry (QSPBI)

The 2020 QSPBI provides quarterly data
for each of the identified leading industry
major groups in all sectors of the
economy, except those in agriculture,
forestry and fishing sector.

The data collected is used in the
generation of the Quarterly National
Accounts (QNA) and in the construction
of Quarterly Economic Indicators (QEI)
which measures the performance of the
Philippine Economy.

Table 1 presents the total number of
sample establishments from 6
municipalities including the City. First
quarter registered the highest number of
samples at 46, followed by the second
quarter at 44 and 42 samples each for
both 3rd and fourth quarter bringing total
samples to 174 during the whole year.

Wholesale & Retail Trade (Sector G)
accounts for 27.58 percent or 48
samples of the total samples, followed
by Education (Sector P) 18.39% or 32
samples and Accommodation and Food
Service Activities (Sector I) at 13.79% or
24 samples, Figure 2.

Table 2. Total Workload by Industry and by 
Quarter: Palawan, 2019

1 2 3 4

PPCity 136 35 35 33 33

Coron 4 1 1 1 1

Culion 5 2 1 1 1

Busuanga 4 1 1 1 1

Bataraza 20 5 5 5 5

Brooke's Point 1 1 0 0 0

Roxas 4 1 1 1 1

TOTAL 174 46 44 42 42

Table 1. Total Workload by  Area: Palawan, 2020

AREA Total
Quarter

INDUSTRY 
CODE

Total
Quarter

1 2 3 4

B 2 1 1 0 0

C 14 5 3 3 3

D 8 2 2 2 2

E 4 1 1 1 1

F 4 1 1 1 1

G 48 12 12 12 12

I 24 6 6 6 6

K 2 0 0 1 1

M 4 1 1 1 1

N 14 4 4 3 3

P 32 8 8 8 8

Q 14 4 4 3 3

R 4 1 1 1 1

TOTAL 174 46 44 42 42
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LEGEND:

B – Mining and 

C - Manufacturing

D - Electricity, Gas, Steam and Air-conditioning

E - Water Supply, Sewerage, Water 

Management  and Remediation

F – Construction

G - Wholesale and Retail Trade, Repair of Motor

Vehicles and Motorcycles

I - Accommodation and Food Service Activities

M – Professional, Scientific and Technical Activities

P – Education

Q – Human Health and Social Activities

R – Arts, Entertainment and Recreation Activities
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Consumer Price Index Survey (CPI) 

The CPI is an indicator of the change in the average retail prices of a fixed basket of
goods and services commonly purchased by an average Filipino household for their
day-to-day consumption relative to a base year. It is most widely used to calculate
the inflation rate and purchasing power of the peso (PPP) to be used for economic
analysis and monitoring indicators of government economic policy.

A total of 4,808 commodities were
included in the provincial basket of
Palawan, covering 351 sample
establishments across the province. In
2020, the office canvassed 54,704 price
quotations and generated data on
Inflation Rate seasonally adjusted CPI
and purchasing power of peso (PPP) for
the period January to December 2020.
These price indices were disseminated
through the Quickstats issued every
month.

31

In 2020 Inflation Rates in Palawan for All Items, the month of December posted the
highest inflation rate at 3.0 percent while the lowest was observed during the month
of April at 1.2 percent, Figure 1.

Table 1. Number of Commodities by Outlet 
and Establishments: Palawan 2020

Table 2.  Consumer Price Index, Inflation Rate 
and Purchasing Power of Peso : Palawan 2020

Consumer Price Index annual average
rate was 127.3 percent while inflation
rate registered an average of 2.1 percent
during the year. Purchasing Power of
Peso averaged 0.77 as of year end.

Fig 1. Fig 1. Inflation Rates, All Items : Palawan 2020
(2012=100)
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Weekly Survey of Selected Petroleum Products

Price quotations of selected petroleum products were monitored and collected every
Friday in the City of Puerto Princesa and every first Friday of the month from CPI
sample municipalities.

Figure 1 showed a decreasing price trend for all pump fuels with the exception of
Unleaded Gasoline at the start of the year until May. Prices of petroleum product
started to move up from June until August and declined again in the months of May
to July. Volatility of price per liter of gasoline for both unleaded and regular is
observed with a yoyo pattern within the months of September to December 2020.

A decreasing trend in prices of Liquefied Petroleum Gas (LPG) for both Solane and
Gasul was observed in the months of January to April and picked up again in May
until July, tapering off a bit in August. Prices increased steadily starting September
towards the end of the year, Figure 2.
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Retail Price Survey (RPS)

Retail Price Survey monitors retail prices of selected agricultural commodities
included in the provincial market basket traded in the Old Public Market of Puerto
Princesa City. The market basket for RPS includes locally produced and imported
agricultural products coming from other provinces. The survey is conducted every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday simultaneous with Wholesale Price Survey collecting
information on wholesale selling price of rice commodities.

In 2020, a total of 33,219 commodities were canvassed and machine processed.
Twelve monthly consolidated reports were submitted to the Prices Statistics Division
every 7th of the succeeding month.

Weekly Cereals and Fertilizer Price Monitoring (WCFPM)

The survey generates more frequent monitoring of prices of palay/rice, corn, and four
grades of fertilizers. Results of this activity are used as indicators for the weekly trend
on prices of cereals and the source of the official data for fertilizers.

Prices are collected three times a week
and accomplished price collection forms
were submitted every Tuesday before 12
noon. A total of 8,121 commodities were
canvassed in 2020 with 51 weekly report
generated and submitted.
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Commercial Livestock and Poultry Survey (CLPS)

The CLPS is one of the livestock and poultry periodic surveys for industry performance
monitoring. Data collection is done quarterly for swine, layer and broiler farms while
data collection is done semi-annually for carabao, cattle, goat and duck farms. CLPS is
conducted during the last (8) days of the last month of the reference quarter or
semester.

The reference period for the inventory is the first day of the first month following the
reference quarter or semester. The reference period for other data items, like births,
sold live for slaughter, slaughtered on farm, etc. is cumulative for the reference
quarter or semester.

In 2020, the number of samples and response rate by quarter is shown in Table 1
below. Response rate was highest during the fourth quarter with only one (1) non-
response. Meanwhile, the lowest response rate in all quarters was observed during
the third quarter at 88.22 percent. Non response consists of sample establishments
which either temporarily stopped or has permanently closed operation during the
survey round.

Table 1. CLPS Workload and Response 
Rate: Palawan, 2020

Survey 
Round

Workload 
(Establishments)

Response 
Rate (%)

1st Quarter 38 94.08

2nd Quarter 64 98.21

3rd Quarter 38 88.22

4th Quarter 72 99.11
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Semi - Annual Survey of Dairy Enterprise (SSDE)

The survey generates information on population of dairy animals by animal type and
breed and milk performance of dairy animals by type and area and disposition,
utilization and price of raw and processed milk. Units of enumeration are households,
establishments and enterprises. Indicator derived from this activity is the volume of
milk production at the national level.

The SSDE has two (2) survey rounds: the
first round was conducted in July
covering the period January to June and
the other one was held in December with
July to December as the reference
period. In Palawan, there is only one
sample dairy farm enterprise located at
Puerto Princesa City and categorized as
government owned under the Dairy
Production and Development Center of
the Department of Agriculture.

Total dairy animal inventory by age classification as of January 1, 2021 recorded 52
heads with 11 heads of dairying animals on the milkline. On the other hand milk
production in 2020 totaled 14,816 liters as shown in Table 1.

Compilation of data from Slaughter Houses and Poultry Dressing Plants 
(CDSPDP)

The CDSPDP is one of the surveys for
Livestock and Poultry. The survey covers
all slaughterhouses and poultry

dressing plants accredited by National
Meat Inspection Service (NMIS) and
all Locally Registered Meat
Establishments (LRME’s) supervised
by LGU’s in municipalities and cities.

There are fifteen (15) operational
slaughterhouses and two (2) active
dressing plants in the province.
Overall the total slaughtered/dressed
in slaughterhouses and dressing
plants in 2020 increased by 12.22
percent or 149,296 heads/birds in
2020 over 2019 result.

PERCENT 

CHANGE

2019 2020 2020/2019

 TOTAL 1,222,164 1,371,460 12.22

LIVESTOCK 122,053 126,137 3.35

Carabao 169 175 3.55

Cattle 6,827 6,138 -10.09

Swine 114,562 119,295 4.13

Goat 495 529 6.87

Chicken 1,100,111 1,245,323 13.20

    Broiler 1,100,111 1,245,323 13.20

Slaughtered/Dressed 

(heads)
LIVESTOCK/                                      

POULTRY
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Total Animal 

Inventory       

( heads) 

Animal on 

the Milkline       

( heads) 

Milk 

Production               

( liters)

52 11 14,816

2020

Table 1: Total Dairy Animal 

Inventory and Milk Production: 

Palawan, 2020
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Generation of International Merchandise Trade Statistics

The International Merchandise Trade Statistics
(IMTS) are used for economic planning especially in
the formulation of trade policies and computation
of balance of payment, national accounts, and net
terms of trade; monitoring of importation of taxable
and duty-exempt items including imports under the
liberalization program; and for inputs in bilateral
and multilateral trade negotiations.

In 2020, the office was able to collect a total of
three hundred four (304) foreign manifests (inward
and outward). Foreign Manifests are collected
monthly from the Bureau of Customs and submitted
to the Trade Statistics Division of PSA-Central Office
before the 16th of every month.

Commodity Flow Statistics in the
Philippines (Domestic Trade Statistics)

The Commodity Flow of Statistics (data on the
inflow and outflow of commodities) are used to
construct inter-regional and inter-industry relation
tables. These serve as bases in the formulation and
implementation of various regional development
programs like countryside development and port
planning.

For 2020, the office was able to collect and process a total of two thousand four
hundred twenty-six (2,426) airway bills from Philippine Airlines. One thousand one
hundred seventy (1,170) coastwise manifests, and three hundred eighty-eight (388)
passenger manifests, on the other hand were collected from the Philippine Ports
Authority (PPA). Processed documents are submitted to the Trade Statistics Division
of PSA-Central Office on or before the 30th day after the reference month.

Coastwise Manifests

Passenger Manifests

Foreign Manifests

Airway Bills

2,426

304

388

1,170
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ACCOMPLISHMENTS

MFO 1 STATISTICAL AND INFORMATION SERVICES

ADMINISTRATIVE-BASED SURVEYS

Compilation and Generation of Construction Statistics from Approved 
Building Permits (BP)

The approved BP issued by LGUs is one of the sources of construction statistics that
the office collects on a monthly basis. The timetable of collection of Building Permits
from the Local Government Units is 10 days after the reference month.

In 2020, the office collected and
processed a total of 1,950 approved
Building Permits issued by the
different Local Building Official
throughout the province, Table 1.

Table 1. Number of Monthly Approved Building 

Permits Collected from the Local Government 

Units: Palawan, 2020

M O N T H
Number of 

Documents 

PALAWAN 1,950

January 280

February 186

March 119

April  2

May 114

June 198

July 168

August 174

September 185

October 177

November 181

December 166

The month of January registered the
most number of approved building
permits collected at 280, followed by
June with 198 documents.

On the other hand, April has the
least number of approved building
permits collected. The very low
collection was due to
implementation of Enhanced
Community Quarantine brought by
COVID – 19 pandemic.
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ACCOMPLISHMENTS

MFO 1 STATISTICAL AND INFORMATION SERVICES

ADMINISTRATIVE-BASED SURVEYS

Agriculture Situation Report (ASR)

In 2020, the office managed to
submit Agriculture Situation Report
timely, see Table 1.

Date of Submission  

January February 3

February March 5

March April 5

April May 3

May June 3

June July 3

July August 2 

August September 3

September October 4

October November 5

November December 5

December January 5, 2021

Table 1. ASR Record of Submission :   

Palawan, 2020

Significant developments in various
agriculture and fishery sectors such
as crops, livestock and poultry,
fisheries, prices and market
situation were being reported and
compiled by the office.
Infrastructure development
programs, government policies and
interventions like conduct of
seminars, trainings, workshops and
as well as weather situation were
also gathered to form part of the
monthly narrative report.

The ASR are reports collected monthly from the Office of the Municipal Agriculturists
of the Local Government Units for compilation and consolidation. ASR aims to update
the monthly agri-fisheries situation in the province.

Data gathering is done between
the last two (2) working days of the
reference month until the 3rd day
of the following month. Timetable
of submission to the Regional
Office is every 5th day after the
reference month.
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ACCOMPLISHMENTS

MFO 3 CIVIL REGISTRATION SERVICES

Birth Registration

Palawan registered a total of 34,114
vital events for the year 2020. Birth
registration accounts for 75 percent
or 25,418 events, marriage at 10
percent or 3,481 occurrences and
death at 15 percent or 5,215
incidents of the total events
registered throughout the province
(Figure 1). The annual report of vital
events occurring in the province is
based on the submitted registered
vital events from 23 municipalities
and 1 city.

Figure 2 showed January 2020 with
the highest number of births
registered posted at 3,071 or 12
percent while April recorded the
least number at 1,318 or 5 percent of
the total registered births in the
province in the year under review.

Figure 3 showed January 2020 with
the highest number of marriage
registered posted at 642 or 19
percent while April recorded the
least number due to the COVID-19
restrictions on the conduct of mass
gathering.

Marriage Registration
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ACCOMPLISHMENTS

MFO 3 CIVIL REGISTRATION SERVICES

Death Registration

The province accepted and endorsed 100 applications for Certificate of Registration of
Authority to Solemnize Marriage (CRASM) in the year 2020. Of this, 80 has been
approved and issued license by the Regional Office and subsequently released by the
provincial office to concerned Solemnizing Officers. Meantime, 20 applications were
still pending release as of December 31, 2020 either due to incomplete supporting
documents or remains unclaimed by the applicant himself.

Registered deaths in Palawan
averages 435 monthly. January tops
death registration at 11 percent or
562 occurrences while April was the
least registered event at 5 percent or
243 incidence registered.

Decentralized Solemnizing Officers Information System (DSOIS)

Philippine Civil Registration and 
Information System (PhilCRIS) Users

All of the 23 municipalities and 1 city in the province are Philcris users. However only
11 MCROs and the CCRO are submitting data files. The absence of internet
connections and incompatibility of the Philcris system with the higher version of
computers being used by some LCRs hindered saving data files for submission to
provincial office. As such, physical documents are still being encoded at the PSO with
the help of 2 Field Office Personnel provided by Unisys.
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ACCOMPLISHMENTS

MFO 3 CIVIL REGISTRATION SERVICES

PSA-CRS Puerto Princesa City Outlet 

The PSA provides services to the general
public by issuing certified copies of civil
registry documents such as birth,
marriage, death and Certificate of No
Marriage (CENOMAR) or Advisory on
Marriages. In addition to the issuance of
certified copies, authentication of civil
registry documents, requests for
annotated copies of vital documents
were issued through the PSA-CRS Puerto
Princesa City Outlet.

Figure 1 shows the percent distribution
of processed documents by type of
transactions in 2020. Birth issuances
accounts for 70.9 percent, marriage at
11.9 percent, CENOMAR and Advisory
on Marriage at 14 percent, death at 3.1
percent and authentication at 0.1
percent. In 2020, the Outlet’s revenue
reached ₱18,138,145.00.

The PSA-CRS Puerto Princesa City Outlet
received, processed and released
111,587 requests for copies of birth,
marriage, death certificates and
certificates of no marriage (CENOMAR),
including manual authentication. The
peak season was in January with 17,680
received and processed, while the slump
season was April due to the restrictions
brought by COVID-19 pandemic.
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ACCOMPLISHMENTS

MFO 4 PHILIPPINE REGISTRY OFFICE

The PSA is the primary implementing agency for R.A. 11055 and has the mandate for
the overall planning, management and administration of the PhilSys. A dedicated unit
in the PSA, referred to as the Philippine Registry Office (PRO), shall carry out the
provisions of RA 11055 and oversee the effective and efficient implementation of the
PhilSys as the country's National Identification System. The Office of the President
directed the National Economic and Development Authority (NEDA) and the
Philippine Statistics Authority (PSA) to fast track the implementation of the Philippine
Identification System (PhilSys).

Chief Statistical Specialist Maria Lalaine
M. Rodriguez and the PhilSys Focal
Person Romelita F. Hernandez initiate
and collaborate with LGUs with the help
of the PhilSys Coordination Team in
preparation for the registration of
targeted low-income households.
Various concerns were discussed during
meetings such as identification of low-

Information dissemination campaign and
coordination activities last July 6, 2020.
The team distributed brochures to PSA-
CRS Outlet clients. The group also seek
the assistance of the City and Municipal
Social Welfare and Development Officers
for the list of low-income households and
the Social Amelioration Program (SAP)
recipients. The PCT has also taken
advantage of the 2020 Census of
Population and Housing (CPH) to spread
the news by distributing brochures to all
households in the province.

income families, identification of
registration center location,
identification of secured storage facility
for the allotted registration kits and
other assistance needed by the
registration team. All Municipal Mayors
expressed their support in the
implementation of Philippine
Identification System.
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PRO Focal Hernandez distributes PhilSys brochures

CSS Rodriguez appears before City 
Sangguniang Bayan for MOA clarifications 



ACCOMPLISHMENTS

HUMAN RESOURCES

The most used-up type of leave of PSO-Palawan employees for the year 2020 was
Compensatory Leave with 48 approved applications, followed by Social Leave with
29, next is Sick Leave with 25, then Forced Leave with 20 and the least used leave is
vacation leave with only 2 applications.

SUPPORT FUNCTIONS

Summary of Leave Applications

Summary of Controlled 
Documents

All outgoing, incoming and internal
documents of PSO-Palawan were
properly controlled and recorded with a
total of 380 controlled outgoing
transmittal, 345 incoming transmittal,
308 issued certificate of appearance, 782
released communication letters and 196
received incoming letters.

380 345 308

782

196

C O N TRO LLED 

DO C U M EN TS

Vacation

Sick

Forced

Social

Compensatory 

2

25

20

29

48
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ACCOMPLISHMENTS

HUMAN RESOURCES

All Human Resources Reports were
submitted on time, viz: Summary of
Punctuality and Attendance –submitted
on or before 15th day after the reference
month; Narrative Report –submitted on
or before 10th day after the reference
month; Fuel and Energy Consumption
Report, Official Travel Completed Report,
COA OTC & Annex G Report –submitted
on or before 5th day after the reference
month.

SUPPORT FUNCTIONS

Monthly Reports

EMPLOYEE/ 
STAFF

TOTAL HIRED

1. PERMANENT 3

2. COSW 10

3. SR 308

2020 CPH

1. EN 1,123

2. TS 240

3. CAS 56

4. HQC 24

5. OBP 5

6. MACPRO 36

7. MANPRO 76

Summary of Hired Employees and Staffs
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2020 was a year for massive recruitment
for PSO-Palawan brought about by the
2020 Census of Population and Housing.
With the high unemployment rate as a
result of the COVID-19 pandemic, PSA
still provided employment to 1,123
Enumerators, 240 Team Supervisors, 56
Census Area Supervisors, 24
Headquarter Clerk, 5 office-based
personnel, 36 Machine Processors and
76 Manual Processors for the 2020 CPH
alone. The office also hired 3 permanent
employees namely: Registration Officer I,
Administrative Assistant III and II as well
10 Contract of Service Workers and 308
Statistical Researchers for the Statistical
Surveys.

SPA 
REPORT

OTC 
REPORT

ENERCON 
REPORT

FUELCON 
REPORT

COA OTC 
REPORT

PCNR 



Statement of 
allotments, obligations 

& balances

Bank Reconciliation (GF)

ACCOMPLISHMENTS

FINANCE

SUPPORT FUNCTIONS

FINANCE

Check Disbursement Journal w/ 
Summary (TF & GF)

All Financial 
Reports were 
submitted on 
time except for 
Statement of 
allotments, 
obligations and 
balances and 
Bank 
Reconciliation 
Report for 
November was 
due to large 
volume of 
transactions.
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ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Cash Receipts Journal w/ Summary (GF)

General Journal w/ Summary 
(TF & GF)

Trial Balance (TF & GF)

FPS Exported Data

Status Report of Mandatory Expenses

Obligation of Taxes withheld per PPA

Cash Flows Statement (TF & GF)

Statement of Financial Performance (TF 
& GF)

Statement of Changes in Net 
Assets/Equity (TF & GF)

Quarterly Report on Govt. 
Project/Programs/Activities

Report on Salaries and allowances 
(ROSA)

Status of Unliquidated Cash Advance

Status of Monitoring of Cash Advances 
Granted to Officers & Employees

SUBMITTED LATE SUBMITTED ON TIME!



ACCOMPLISHMENTS

FINANCE

All Disbursement 
Related Reports 
were submitted on 
time except for 
November and 
December 2020 
Statement of Salary 
Deduction Report 
due to late 
forwarding of Union 
dues from Central 
Office.

Likewise submission 
of Disbursement 
Vouchers to COA for 
the same months 
were also delayed 
due to massive 
vouchers processed 
that needs to be 
sorted out.

SUPPORT FUNCTIONS

SUBMITTED 
LATE

Statement of 
Salary 

Deduction

SUBMITTED 
ON TIME

RCI (GF & TF) 
CkADADRec

RAAF, CRR, 
RCD, SLCIC

TRA 1600, 
1601E, 1601C

Disbursement 
Voucher

Cash 
Disbursement 

Voucher

Physical Count 
of CR Forms

Inventory of 
CR Forms

Monthly 
Report of 

Disbursement

Status of 
Mandatory 
Expenses

DISBURSEMENT
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ACCOMPLISHMENTS

FINANCE

SUPPORT FUNCTIONS

2020 Budget Utilization Rate

Total disbursement of PSO-
Palawan amounted to
Php59,439,115.21 resulting to
still unutilized fund of
Php43,105.73 broken down
as follows: PS 11,914.23,
MOOE 30,485.20 and capital
outlay 706.30. This equates to
99.93% Budget Utilization
Rate for the year 2020.

The mandatory expenses and balances of the PSO comprised mostly of Rental
Expense (Php 4,107,654.19) followed by Electricity (Php 555,111.43), Security
Services (Php 547,631.77), Postage (Php 109,187.00), Internet (Php 60616.66),
Landline (Php 60,326.75), mobile (29,675.48) and water (Php18,244.30) as the
lowest.
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PS

MOOE
CAPITAL 
OUTLAY

TOTAL

4,107,654.19 

555,111.43 

547,631.77 

109,187.00 

60,616.66 

60,326.75 

29,675.48 
18,244.30 

278,050.19 

MANDATORY EXPENSES

RENTAL ELECTRICITY

SECURITY SERVICES POSTAGE

INTERNET TELEPHONE-LANDLINE

MOBILE WATER



ACCOMPLISHMENTS

SUPPLY AND PROPERTY

SUPPORT FUNCTIONS
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Physical Count of CR Forms

Inventory of CR Forms

APP CSE 2020

Report on the Physical Count of PPE

ALL REPORTS: SUBMITTED ON TIME!

All Supply and Property related Reports were submitted on time, the focal sees to it
that all monthly, quarterly and annual reports are submitted timely. Physical counts
and Inventory of Supplies, Properties and Equipments are regularly conducted.

PROCUREMENT

39
5

130

2

Modes of Procurement

Shopping

Lease of Venue

SVP

Lease of Rental

A total of 176 procurement of
supplies, properties, meals
and venue for trainings was
transacted by the office in
2020. Manner of procurement
was mostly Small Value
Procurement with 130
transactions recorded.



ACCOMPLISHMENTS

GENDER AND DEVELOPMENT

SUPPORT FUNCTIONS

“Freedom cannot be achieved unless women have been 
emancipated from all forms of oppression”

- Nelson Mandela

As the years continue to
modernize, people also became
more aware of their rights.
Everyone has been given voices and
several platforms to express their
thoughts and opinions and one of
these critical issues concerns the
rights of women and their children.
Women and children oppression
has been a prolonged dilemma
that up until today clamours for
stigma to be finally broken.

As part of the Gender and
Development Plan of the office, an
orientation seminar on Anti-
Violence against Women and their
Children was conducted on March
06, 2020. The event was facilitated
by the City Social Welfare and
Development Office where new
learning has been unfolded and
employees have been greatly
capacitated.

The orientation inculcate
knowledge on the laws that govern
the rights of women and their

children which should be widely known to everyone so that people will know that
they are protected by the law .

Studies show that 1/3 of the women around the world have experienced violence at
some point in their lives and some of these forms of violence happen at the
workplace. If violence is present at home children are most likely to suffer from
psychological, behavioral and emotional disturbances.

PSO-Palawan employees actively l istening during the 

Orientation of Anti -Violence Against Women and their 

Children
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ACCOMPLISHMENTS

GENDER AND DEVELOPMENT

SUPPORT FUNCTIONS

PSO-Palawan employees and
staffs went in action during
the conduct of Fire Drill that
was facilitated by Bureau of
Fire Protection (BFP) held last
March 11, 2020 at PSO
Palawan. The BFP conducted
an orientation on the proper
handling of Fire Extinguisher
and demonstrated an actual
extinguishing of fire. This was
ended with the actual
practicum of employee.

City DRRM facilitated the
conduct of Training on
Disaster Risk Reduction and
Management last December
09, 2020 at Ponce de Leon
Garden Resort, Puerto
Princesa City. The training
capacitated the employees of
how to act in the event of
disaster and emergencies.

Zumba is the best means to
get rid of all the stress
accumulated in our daily
work. It helps us to be
physically fit and mentally
healthy. The office conducted
Zumba twice a month from
January to March of 2020.
This was temporarily stopped
due to COVID-19 pandemic.
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MAY-ANN D. BERSABAL TIFANNY JO. B. PARCON

PALAWAN PROVINCIAL STATISTICAL OFFICE

ORGANIZATIONAL CHART

ANNEX

DOMINIQUE GLEIA R. MAON

MARIA REGINA C. RUIZ

MARIA LALAINE M. RODRIGUEZ

Chief Statistical Specialist

EVELYN O. APELLIDO

Supervising Statistical Specialist

ROMELITA F. HERNANDEZ

Administrative Officer I

Administrative Officer I

Administrative Assistant II

Administrative Assistant III

Registration Officer I

ALLYSSA COLLEEN B. 

EUGENIO

Administrative Aide VI

AUGUSTO M. TRINIDAD

Registration Officer II

OSCAR H. GATPANDAN

Statistical Specialist II

DIOSDADO A. MANZANO

Statistical Specialist II

ERIC O. ODSINADA

Statistical Specialist II

JESUS M. SORIMA

Statistical Specialist II

MARIO A. CANILLA

Statistical Analyst

MAYLYN Q. VILLEGAS

Statistical Analyst

CHERRY B. MORENO

Assistant Statistician

CIVIL REGISTRATION UNIT ADMINISTRATIVE UNITSTATISTICAL UNIT

ROLANDO C. DE PAZ

Statistical Analyst

DENNIS C. HILARIO

Statistical Analyst

DELIA C. ELEAZAR

Statistical Analyst

PSA Occidental Mindoro PSA RSSO MIMAROPAPSA RSSO MIMAROPA

REGULAR EMPLOYEES IN PSO PALAWAN WHOSE  PLANTILLA POSITIONS 
ARE IN OTHER PROVINCES OF MIMAROPA
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ANNEX

PALAWAN PROVINCIAL STATISTICAL OFFICE

ORGANIZATIONAL CHART
(CONTRACT OF SERVICE WORKERS)

ERWIN M. RAGASA

Administrative Aide VI

ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT

MARIA LALAINE M. RODRIGUEZ

Chief Statistical Specialist

LOURDES B. ALONSAGAY

Administrative Aide II

RAYMUNDO S. MACADAYA

Administrative Aide IV

VINCENT M. MAGUYON

Administrative Aide I

STATISTICAL UNIT
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Goldraz Properties Building, Malvar St., Brgy. San Miguel, Puerto Princesa City, Palawan 5300

Telephone (048) 434 2092 / (048) 433 9291

Email psapal@yahoo.com
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